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Overview 
  

 This report summarizes the results of the second year of funding (third year pending) of our 

geodynamic modeling project.  The primary objective of this project is to determine the controls 

on the state of long-term (over many earthquake cycles) state of stress in the southern California 

crust and thereby the degree of crust-mantle coupling and the processes that load faults and 

ultimately drive them to failure.  We utilize three-dimensional numerical modeling (finite 

element method) incorporating visco-elastic-plastic rheology, faults, topography (surface and 

Moho), and 3-D rheological variation.  The funds were used primarily for salary support for Fay 

who is leading the numerical experimentation.  The results of this research were presented at the 

poster session of the 2008 SCEC annual meeting and at the March 2008 LAD meeting at UCLA. 

 

Summary of methods and results 
 

Model set up  

  

 The model domain is an approximately 600 x 400 x 60 km section of the southern California 

crust and lithospheric mantle.  Major faults such as the San Andreas, San Jacinto, Elsinore, 

Garlock, Eastern California Shear Zone and Walker Lane Belt are incorporated into the finite 

element mesh (see Figures 1).  The rheology is visco-elastic-plastic allowing for realistic 

(inasmuch as possible) treatment of the dominant deformation mechanisms such as rate-

independent brittle failure (plasticity) and viscous flow.  The bulk crust is treated as elasto-

plastic and faults are relatively thin plastic zones with their geometry simplified as we are 

concerned with first order geometric and rheologic controls on lithospheric stress. 

 Models are “driven” with kinematic boundary conditions that mimic the ~50 mm/yr of 

relative Pacific-North American motion accommodated by the southern California fault system.  

Thus far, the model is flat (no topography) and loads owing to surface and Moho topography 

have been applied as external tractions proportional to excess crustal thickness.  Loads on the 

crust owing to upper mantle density heterogeneity are taken from another study (Fay et al., 2008) 

and applied directly to the mesh.  Future modeling will incorporate these buoyancy-related loads 

directly.   



 We use the Cubit mesh generation package and finite element code ABAQUS to solve the 

force balance and continuity equations.  We also continue to explore modeling with the CIG-

produced code GALE.  Computing was performed in the Geosciences Department and High 

Performance Computing Center at The University of Arizona.   

 

Primary Results 

 

• Effects of buoyancy variation:  We have quantified the state of lithospheric stress (3-D 

deviatoric stress tensor) owing to spatial variations in crustal thickness (Fig. 1a) and upper 

mantle buoyancy (Fig. 1b).  Tractions proportional to excess elevation and excess Moho 

depth (compared to a 30 km average) result in tensional stress in the vicinity of the 

Transverse Ranges.  The larges magnitude of this stress is of ~10-20 MPa in the eastern 

Transverse Ranges where the crust appears to be in isostatic equilibrium (unusually thick 

crust underlies the excess elevation of the San Bernardino Mountains). 

• Tractions on the crust derived from upper mantle flow driven by upper mantle density 

(Fay et al., 2008) produce compression throughout the Transverse Ranges (Fig. 1b), and 

tension in the southern Walker Lane Belt and Salton Trough area.  Principal stress 

magnitudes are of order 5 MPa.  These stresses are known only to within a multiplicative 

constant that maps upper mantle seismic anomalies to density anomalies (see Fay et al., 

2008), and for the case shown here are smaller than the stresses caused by topography (Fig. 

1a) by a factor of 2 or more. 

• The summed stress field is given in Figure 1c and is dominated by the stresses in (a).   

• Effects of fault strength variation:  We have constructed a number of models to determine 

the kinematic (block motions and fault slip rates) and dynamic (state of stress) effects of 

variations in fault strength.  Uniform fault strength, i.e., all faults in the model have the same 

long-term, depth-averaged frictional strength, results in much of the plate boundary slip 

accommodated by San Andreas fault, Walker Lane Belt and Eastern California Shear Zone 

(~30 mm/yr each) (Fig. 2a, top).  Uniform fault strength also results in (unrealistic) tensional 

to transtensional stress in the central and eastern Transverse Ranges (Fig 2b. top row). 

• A non-uniform distribution of fault strengths results in compression throughout the 

Transverse Ranges region (Fig. 2b bottom two rows) and a reasonable distribution of fault 

slip rates (Fig. 2a).  We tentatively conclude that a non-uniform distribution of fault 

strengths, possibly a consequence of differing fault maturity and offset, is required to 

produce the compressional stress to counter the tensional stress produced by the Transverse 

Ranges (Fig. 1).   

• We also note that it is necessary to consider the entire (simplified) fault system because 

the kinematics and stress at any one point is nonlinear and dependent on the material 

properties at that point and everywhere else in the system.  For example, the sSAF (Salton 

Sea San Andreas fault segment) in the bottom two panels of Fig. 2a has the same fault shear 

strength (10 MPa) but different slip rates (by factor of ~2.5) because the strength of other 

faults differs between the two models.   

 

Future work 

 

• Incorporation of buoyancy loads in a self-consistent manner 

• Determine the effects of spatially varying lower crust and upper mantle viscosity  



• Further exploration of fault strength variation 
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Figure 1.  Horizontal devia-
toric principal stress field 
(bars) at 7.5 km depth 
caused by buoyancy hetero-
geneity.  Blue bars indicate 
compression, red indicates 
tension.  (a) Stress field 
caused by lateral variation in 
crustal thickness (surface 
and Moho topography).  
Moho depth taken from 
receiver function studies 
[Zhu and Kanamori, 2000; 
Yan and Clayton, 2007]  (b) 
Stress field caused by 
anomalous upper mantle 
density structure and 
tractions caused by density-
driven upper mantle flow 
(see also Fay et al., 2008). 
SAF, San Andreas fault 
trace.  (c) Total stress field (c 
= a + b) caused by crustal 
and upper mantle density 
variations.  In the vicinity of 
the eastern and central 
Transverse Ranges the 
stress field is dominantly N-S 
compression and E-W 
tension.

SAF = San Andreas fault
SJF = San Jacinto fault
ELS = Elsinore fault
GAR = Garlock fault
WLB = Walker Lane Belt
ECSZ = Eastern CA Shear 
Zone
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0 10 20 30 40 50
mm/yr

Fault strength  slip rate
 (MPa) (mm/yr)
sSAF 10 28.1
mSAF 10 9.0
cSAF 10 18.3
SJF 10 9.5
ELS 10 9.9
GAR 10 6.1
ECSZ 10 27.8 
WLB 10 29.1

Fault strength  slip rate
 (MPa) (mm/yr)
sSAF 10 33.4
mSAF 10 13.2
cSAF 10 21.3
SJF 20 5.2
ELS 20 8.5
GAR 20 5.3
ECSZ 20 25.5 
WLB 20 26.1

Fault strength  slip rate
 (MPa) (mm/yr)
sSAF 10 45.4
mSAF 10 26.9
cSAF 10 31.6
SJF 40 0.1
ELS 40 0.5
GAR 40 2.1
ECSZ 40 14.7 
WLB 40 15.3

Fault strength  slip rate
 (MPa) (mm/yr)
sSAF 10 18.0
mSAF 10 26.3
cSAF 10 39.2
SJF 20 20.0
ELS 30 9.4
GAR 30 2.4
ECSZ 40 6.1 
WLB 40 7.1

Figure 2a.  Modeling 
results demonstrating 
the kinematic (fault slip 
rates and block motions) 
consequences of 
variable fault strength.  
The models are driven 
by holding North 
America (top) fixed and 
driving the Pacific 
(bottom) to the left at 50 
mm/yr.  The table shows 
the depth-averaged 
shear strength assigned 
to each fault and result-
ing slip rates.  sSAF, 
Salton Sea segment of 
the San Andreas fault; 
mSAF, Mojave segment 
of the SAF; cSAF, 
Central California 
segment of the SAF; 
SJF, San Jacinto fault; 
ELS, Elsinore fault; 
GAR, Garlock fault; 
ECSZ, Eastern Califor-
nia Shear Zone, WLB, 
Walker Lane Belt.  Black 
vectors show velocity at 
a subset of mesh nodes 
and color gives compo-
nent of velocity parallel 
to the Pacific plate.  
Uniform fault strengths 
(top panel) results in slip 
concentrated on the 
SAF and ECSZ.  Hetero-
geneous fault strengths 
(e.g., bottom panel) 
distributes amongst the 
SAF, SJF, ELS and to a 
lesser degree the ECSZ 
and WLB.
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Horizontal deviatoric principal stress field (at 7.5 km) Vertically-averaged (upper 15 km) stress regime

0 30 60 90 120 150 180
AΨ (Simpson, 1997)
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+ Tension in the central and 
eastern TR. 
+ Compression in the western 
TR
+ Tension in SE Sierra Nevada
+ Oscillating stress along 
southernmost SAF owing to 
fault “wiggles”.

+ Tension and slight 
compression in central 

and eastern TR. 
+ Compression in 

the western TR
+ Some 

correlation 
with 

ob-
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(seismicity)
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+ Compression throughout 
Transverse Ranges
+ Compression NE of ECSZ 
from clockwise rotation of 
Mojave block (itself caused by 
compression on western side)
+ Nearly all right-lateral slip take 
up by SAF (SJF, ELS inactive)
+ Walker Lane Belt and ECSZ 
accommodating ~25% of plate 
motion

+ Compression throughout 
Transverse Ranges
+ Slip distributed between the 
SAF, SJF, ELS
+ WLB and ECSZ slip slower 
than model above, even though 
they have same strength (stress 
and strain are nonlinear 
w/plasticity)
+ All models show tension along 
the Carrizo Plains SAF

Figure 2b.  Modeling results showing deviatoric principal stresses (left column) and deformation 
style (right column) as a function of fault strength (see tables in 2a for corresponding fault 
strengths and kinematics).  Deformation style shown as Simpson’s (1997) parameter AΨ (arrows 
above colorbar show corresponding horizontal strain rate components). Models are driven as in 
Fig. 2a.  Uniform fault strength (top row) results in tension and transtension in the central and 
eastern Transverse Ranges.  Non-uniform fault strength (e.g., bottom three rows) produces 
compression throughout the Transverse Ranges.  All models show compression in the western 
Transverse Ranges as a result of the left step in the “Gorman” segment of the San Andreas fault.  
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